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Diving into Mastery Guidance for Educators

Diving

Deeper

Deepest



Aim
• Recognise and use square numbers and cube numbers, and the 

notation for squared (  ) and cubed (  ).2 3
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Cube Numbers Diving

Complete the table by giving the cube numbers shown by each 
representation. In the blank boxes, use the <, > and = symbols to compare 
the numbers. 

27 < >

64

2 × 2 × 2

8

343

> >125 64

53 4 × 4 × 4

33

216 = <

216

93

729

8

< <512 1000

83 10 × 10 × 10

63



Cube Numbers Deeper

A set of numbers have been sorted into this Venn diagram. 
Which numbers have been put in the wrong place? 

Where should these numbers be?

1

27

16

8

64

36

125

Are these statements true or false?

216 would be placed here on the diagram. 

False. As 216 is a multiple of 4 and 
a cube number, it would need to go 
into the intersection in the middle. 

31 cannot be written anywhere on the diagram.

False. Numbers which do not fit into the category 
of cube number or multiple of 4 should be placed 
on the diagram but outside the circles. 

My Venn diagram contains a number which is both a square number 
and a cube number. 

True. 64 is both a square 
number and a cube number.



Cube Numbers Deepest

Read the statements carefully to help you work out which cube 
number is represented by each of the letters. 

A B C D E
125

103 is the greatest number.

Only one of these cube numbers has a single digit.

B starts and ends with the same digit.

A and C both have a 2 as one of their digits. 

D and E have the same digit sum.

E is the smallest possible cube number.

The greatest and smallest numbers are next to each other.

The numbers A to D are ordered in size from smallest to greatest.

A and C have the same digit sum. 

343 512 1000 1



Dive in by completing your own activity!

Cube Numbers


